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Senior Class Present Traditio nal

"White Christmas"

By Roberta Fay

"On the first day of Christmas, my true love gave to me...
This is the way the song begins and this is about the same way Christmas came to Milledgeville.

On the first day of Christmas came the annual presentation of George Frederic Handel's "The Messiah" with Dr. Noah conducting the combined choirs of the city which numbered about one hundred twelve people.

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra arrived to accompany the singing with Miss Maggie Jenkins and Dr. George Robison playing the organ and piano, respectively.

As the performance itself was the very best.

Phil U. Society In Home Ec Field

Initiatives 3 Members

Phil Delta Chi Sorority, an organization for women interested in Home Economics majors, held the Phil U. Society on Tuesday evening at Chapel Hill Hall.

Members are chosen at the base of high scholarship and leadership qualities. Congratulations to Marita Martin, Camilla Forrest, and Dr. Putt for the new initiates.

Phil U's are busy this week preparing for the annual exhibition of the extension of the fraternity which is taken by all of the members of the 60 active chapters. They are selling souvenirs, one of the annual local projects.

Exam Schedule - Fall Quarters 1948

Date 9:00 - 10:30 11:00 - 1:00 2:00 - 3:00

December 15 First Period classes History 202
Second Period classes

December 16 Second Period classes Science 104 Fourth period classes English A Math 100

December 17 Fifth Period classes

Physical Education 100

Registration for the winter quarter will be held Tuesday, December 26, from 9:30 to 12:00 in the library.
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GSCW'S THREE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS ARE FILLED WITH STRAINS OF MUSIC

by Basilia Tive

"On the first day of Christmas my true love gave to me...
This is the way the song begins and this is about the same way Christmas came to Milledgeville.

On the first day of Christmas came the annual presentation of George Frederic Handel's "The Messiah" with Dr. Noah conducting the combined choirs of the city which numbered about one hundred twelve people.

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra arrived to accompany the singing with Miss Maggie Jenkins and Dr. George Robison playing the organ and piano, respectively.

As the performance itself was the very best.

Charlie Spivak Dance in Big Gym Tomorrow Night

By Bob Ellen Brown

Pretty forms and sound of snow - cover greener and mazier.

The set for the Christmas dance, 1948 style.

Dancing is to take place in the Big Gym with the latest trend in white and navy, the bride and groom's, and the opening of their dance with "Snow Love," "Hasta Navidad," "Song Love," "Love Me Tonight," and "Love for Sale."

The author of the opera, Rudolph Friml, holds from Bavaria and has had other musical successes on Broadway as the "Firefly," "Rose Marie," and "High Jinks."

Marcella, assistent chorographer to Agnes de Mille, has staged the beautiful ballet numbers of the production.

Ticket sales to the public begin in January. Only 100 tickets will be sold at $1.50 each and the earliest tickets will receive the distinct seat.

The Freshman "Y" Commission performs 2 projects for Christmas

By Carol Taylor

The Freshman "Y" Commission, which serves as the coordinating unit between the FVCA and the Freshman Class, is working on two Christmas projects. The first, "The Christmas Story" is an attempt to attract the attention of the students by telling the story of the birth of Christ.

The second project is a Christmas tree which is on display in the lobby of the Colonnade.

The Freshman "Y" will repair the toys and allow them up so that they can be given away by the students of the college, not the college, administration, but their effect on the Freshman "Y." It is hoped that this will bring them to the school and that it will be a benefit to the students of the Freshman "Y." It is hoped that this will bring them to the school and that it will be a benefit to the students of the Freshman "Y."

Foreign Students Tell About Christmas

By Martha Pauleith

Advising the foreign students about Christmas is a difficult task. Most of the foreign students celebrate Christmas in the same way as in their countries of origin. The people of these countries celebrate for 31 days. They begin on the 16th of December and continue until the 6th of January.

Nine foreign students together have made a project to make their homes in November and December beautiful for the Christmas season. They have been working on the 16th of December, December 16th, and December 18th.

For Christmas they have made wreaths, garlands, and cards for the school to send home to their families. They have also sent cards to their families and to their friends in their countries of origin. They have also sent cards to their families and to their friends in their countries of origin.
Mighty Frogs Are Victorious in Finals of Volleyball Tournament

By Bob Shapter

The mighty Frogs outlasted the Thundering Herd in five richly played games, with the Frogs finally winning the deciding game, which the Herd had been expected by many to wrest from them.

The Frogs had won the first three games of the series, but the threat was real and the Herd had come back strong in the fourth game. The Frogs had seemed to have the game in hand, but the Herd rallied and tied it up again.

This time the Frogs took the lead early in the fifth game, but the Herd came back to make another game of it. The Frogs finally held on for a 25-21 win, sending the Herd home empty-handed.

The Frogs are now looking forward to a showdown with the rival Rams in the upcoming championship round. The Rams have already bested the Frogs once this season, but the Frogs are confident they can turn the tables and emerge victorious this time around.

Register Online Today!
Gallup Declares
Enemy of Learning
To Be Three-Fold

Princeton, N. J. The enemy of learning, as measured by a new survey, is the textbook, the class room in-<br>structure, and the course system, de-<br>clares Dr. George Gallup, director, An-<br>nals of Higher Education. Gallup's positi-<br>on. "As a one-time college pro-<br>fessor and as an observer of uni-<br>versity both here and abroad, I have decided that it is im-<br>125-ably to this conclusion," he adds.

"In contrast to European uni-<br>versities, we have heard too many text books which consist for the most part of this and pieces of knowl-<br>edge cannibalised from other text-<br>books. They claim the pattern in their class room, merely in-<br>tegrating and organizing everything in the text book. And the student, once he has the pattern, and then re-<br>gurgitates the text book content in a trivialized way, not properly forget the whole thing itself.

"I dare say another wonder is that students stop reading books and stop trying to bring their knowledge to fitting the given body of literature. For this ilk is what happens when we have found papers who have not a single book done they just asked. On the oc-<br>casions of their twenty-first anniver-<br>sary, for almost group of one day, they have not read any book in recent months. And for its incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>ceiving a diploma who have not read any book in recent months. And it is this incoherence in the measure of how bad an educa-<br>tion that claims to have improved education is in all is now and the number of the class. Half of all those re-<br>cei
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